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Abstract We present in this paper the development of a decision pro-
cedure for affine plane geometry in the Coq proof assistant. Among the
existing decision methods, we have chosen to implement one based on the
area method developed by Chou, Gao and Zhang, which provides short
and “readable” proofs for geometry theorems. The idea of the method
is to express the goal to be proved using three geometric quantities and
eliminate points in the reverse order of their construction thanks to some
elimination lemmas.
1 Introduction
Geometry is one of the most successful areas of automated theorem proving.
Many difficult theorems can be proved by computer programs using synthetic
and algebraic methods. A decision procedure using quantifier elimination was
first introduced by A. Tarski [15]. His method was further improved by
Collins’ cylindrical decomposition algorithm [4]. Among the efficient methods
we can cite also the algebraic method of Wu which succeeded in finding the
proofs of hundreds of geometry theorems [3, 18] and later the method of Chou,
Gao, Zhang which produces short and readable proofs [2] (they are readable in
the sense that one can understand these proofs without difficulty as they ma-
nipulate small terms.)
Recently, developments have also been produced towards the formalization of
elementary geometry in proof assistants: Hilbert’s Grundlagen [10] have been
formalized in Isabelle/Isar by Laura Meikle and Jacques Fleuriot [14], and by
Christophe Dehlinger in the Coq system [5]. Gilles Kahn has formalized Jan von
Plato’s constructive geometry in the Coq system [12, 17]. Frédérique Guilhot
has done a large development in Coq dealing with French high school geometry
[7].
We believe that automated theorem proving and interactive proof development
are complementary to formal proof generation. Proof assistants can deal with
a very large span of theorems, but they need automation to ease the develop-
ment. The goal of this work is to bring the level of automation provided by the
method of Chou, Gao and Zhang to the Coq proof assistant [13]. This is done
by implementing the decision procedure as a Coq tactic. A tactic is a program
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which expresses the sequence of the basic logical steps needed to formally prove
a theorem.
Formalizing a decision procedure within Coq, has not only the advantage of
simplifying the tedious task of proving geometry theorems but also allows us
to combine the geometrical proofs provided by the tactic with arbitrary com-
plicated proofs developed interactively using the full strength of the underlying
logic of the theorem prover. For instance, theorems involving induction over the
number of points in the figure can be formalized in Coq. This approach has also
the advantage of providing a higher level of reliability than ad hoc geometry
theorem provers because the proofs generated by our tactic are double checked
by the Coq internal proof-checker.
The issues related to the treatment of nondegeneracy conditions are crucial; this
is emphasized in our formalization.
This paper is arranged as follows: we will first give an overview of the decision
method, and then we will explain how it has been implemented in the Coq proof
assistant.
2 The Chou, Gao and Zhang Decision Procedure
Chou, Gao and Zhang’s decision procedure is the mechanization of the area
method. It is a mix of algebraic and synthetic methods. The idea of the method
is to express the goal in a constructive way and treat the points in the reverse
order of their construction. The treatment of each point consists in eliminating
every occurrence of the point in the goal. This can be done thanks to the elimi-
nation lemmas.
To be in the language of the procedure, the goal to be proved must verify two
conditions: first the theorem has to be stated as a sequence of constructions
(constructing points as intersections of lines or on the parallel to a line passing
through a point, etc.)1. Second, the goal must be expressed as an arithmetic
expression using only three geometric quantities: the ratio of two oriented dis-
tances ( AB
CD
) with AB parallel to CD, the signed area of a triangle (SABC) and
the Pythagoras difference (the difference between the sum of the squares of two
sides of a triangle and the square of the other side PABC = AB
2
+BC
2
−AC
2
)2.
These three geometric quantities are sufficient to deal with a large part of plane
geometry as shown in Table 1 on page 4. They verify elementary properties such
as SAAB = 0, SABC = −SBAC and SABC = SBCA. That will be made explicit in
Sect. 3. For the time being only the first two geometric quantities are formalized
in our development in Coq, it means that we can only deal with affine plane
1 Note that it is subject to conditions (that may not be decidable) and that construc-
tive in this context does not mean the same as constructible with ruler and compass
(this will be detailed later in Sect. 3.1). Note also that different constructions can
lead to slightly different nondegeneracy conditions and so slightly different theorems.
2 Note that PABC = −2(
−→
AB.
−−→
BC) and 4S2ABC = (
−→
AB ∧
−−→
BC)2 where . is dot product
and ∧ is vector cross product.
geometry. The formulas treated by our tactic are those of the form:
∀A1, . . . An : Point, Ci(Ao, . . . , Ap) → . . . → Cj(Aq , . . . , Ar) → R = 0
where R is an arithmetical expression containing signed areas and ratios and
Ci are predicates expressing the sequence of constructions. For each constructed
point there is some Ci stating how it has been constructed. Note that the de-
pendency graph of the constructions must be cycle free.
To eliminate a point from the goal we need to apply one of the elimination lem-
mas shown on Table 2 on page 5. This table can be read as follows: To eliminate
a point Y , choose the line corresponding to the way Y has been constructed, and
apply the formula given in the column corresponding to the geometric quantity
in which Y is used. The lemmas rewrite any geometric quantity containing an oc-
currence of a point Y (SABY or
AY
CD
for any A,B,C and D such that AY ‖ CD.)
into an expression with no occurrence of Y 3. There is one lemma for each combi-
nation of construction and geometric quantity. As far as geometry of incidence is
concerned, we have five ways to construct a point and two geometric quantities;
this provides ten elimination lemmas. Note that there are more constructions
than needed (some constructions can be expressed using others). This is used
to simplify the statement of the theorems and shorten the proofs by providing
specific elimination lemmas for non primitive constructions. The constructions
involving a quantity λ can be used to build a point at some fixed distance (if λ
is instantiated) or at any distance (if λ is kept as a variable). These last con-
structions are used to build what are called “semi-fixed points”.
When all the constructed points have disappeared from the goal, the result is
an arithmetic expression containing geometric quantities using only free points
(free points are those that can be freely moved in the plane, those whose position
can be arbitrarily chosen while drawing the figure). At this step these geometric
quantities use only free points but are not necessarily independent. In case these
geometric quantities are not independent we decompose them using three non
collinear points (that can be seen as a base). This will be detailed in Sect. 3. If
all the geometric quantities are independent, the goal can be seen as an equation
between two polynomials, which can be easily decided.
The steps of the method can be summarized using this informal description:
– express the goal in a constructive way (as a sequence of basic constructions)
using only the three geometric quantities;
– remove bound points from the goal using the elimination lemmas ;
– change the goal into an expression containing only independent geometric
quantities;
– decide if the resulting equality is universally true or not.
3 Note that every occurrence of Y is removed only if the points present in the geometric
quantity containing Y (A,B,C and D) are different from Y , this problem is treated
in the implementation.
Table 1. Expressing some common geometric notions using S, ratios and P
Geometric notions Formalization
A,B and C are collinear SABC = 0
AB ‖ CD SABC = SABD
I is the midpoint of AB AB
AI
= 2 ∧ SABI = 0
AB ⊥ BC PABC = 0
AB ⊥ CD PACD = PBCD
A = B PABA = 0
2.1 Example
Let’s consider the midpoint theorem as an example:
 
A B
C
A’B’
Example 1 (Midpoint theorem). Let ABC be a
triangle, and let A′ and B′ be the midpoints of
BC and AC respectively. Then the line A′B′ is
parallel to the base AB.
Proof (using the method). We first translate the
goal (A′B′ ‖ AB) into its equivalent using the
signed area:
SA′B′A = SA′B′B
Then we eliminate compound points from the goal starting by the last point
in the order of their construction. The geometric quantities containing an oc-
currence of B′ are SA′B′B and SA′B′A, B
′ has been constructed using the first
construction on Table 2 with λ = 1
2
:
SA′B′A = SAA′B′ =
1
2
SAA′A +
1
2
SAA′C =
1
2
SAA′C
and
SA′B′B = SBA′B′ =
1
2
SBA′A +
1
2
SBA′C
The new goal is
SAA′C = SBA′A + SBA′C
Now we eliminate A′ using:
SCAA′ =
1
2
SCAB +
1
2
SCAC =
1
2
SCAB
SABA′ =
1
2
SABB +
1
2
SABC =
1
2
SABC
Table 2. Elimination lemmas
Construction
Description Elimination formulas
(Nondegeneracy condition) SABY = If AY ‖ CD then AY
CD
=
  
YP Q
Take Y on line PQ
such that PY
PQ
= λ.
(P 6= Q)
λSABQ + (1− λ)SABP
8><
>:
AP
P Q
+λ
CD
P Q
if A ∈ PQ
SAP Q
SCP DQ
otherwisea.
 


P Q
U
V
Y
Take Y at the intersection of PQ and UV .
(PQ ∦ UV )
SP UV SABQ+SQV USABP
SP UQV
(
SAUV
SCUDV
if A 6∈ UV
SAP Q
SCP DQ
otherwise.
 	


P Q
R Y Take Y on the parallel to PQ passing through R
such that RY
PQ
= λ.
(P 6= Q)
SABR + λSAPBQ
8><
>:
AR
P Q
+λ
CD
P Q
if A ∈ RY
SAP RQ
SCP DQ
otherwise.





U
P Q
R Y
V
Take Y at the intersection of UV
and the parallel to PQ passing through R.
(PQ ∦ UV )
SP UQRSABV −SP V QRSABU
SP UQV
(
SAUV
SCUDV
if A 6∈ UV
SAP RQ
SCP DQ
otherwise.







U
P
Q
R
Y
V
W Take Y at the intersection of the parallel to PQ passing
through R and the parallel to UV passing through W .
(PQ ∦ UV )
SP W QR
SP UQV
.SAUBV + SABW
(
SAP RQ
SCP DQ
if AY ∦ PQ
SAUW V
SCUDV
otherwise.
a SABCD is a notation for SABC + SACD.
SCBA′ =
1
2
SCBB +
1
2
SCBC = 0
The new goal is:
1
2
SCAB =
1
2
SABC
The proof is completed as SCAB = SABC .
3 Implementation in Coq
The formalization of the procedure consists in choosing an axiomatic, proving the
propositions needed by the tactic and writing the tactic itself. These three steps
are described in this section, but to ease the development, in our implementation
we have intermixed the proofs of the propositions and the tactics. Our tactic is
decomposed into sub-tactics performing the following tasks (we will give their
precise description later):
– initialization;
– simplification;
– unification;
– elimination;
– conclusion.
The simplification and unification tactics are used to prove some propositions
needed by the other sub-tactics.
Our tactic is mainly implemented using the Ltac language included in the Coq
system. This language provides primitives to describe Coq tactics within Coq it-
self (without using Ocaml, the implementation language of Coq). But some of our
sub-tactics are implemented using the reflection method [11, 9, 1]. This method
consists of reflecting a subset of the Coq language (here the arithmetical expres-
sions build on the geometric quantities) into an object of the Coq language itself
(in our case an inductive type denoting arithmetical expressions). This means
that the computation performed by the traditional tactic in some metalanguage
(Ltac or Ocaml) is here done using the internal reduction of Coq. The reflexive
tactic is composed of:
– a small piece of Ltac (or Ocaml) to reflect the object language into the
metalanguage,
– a Coq term which solves the problem expressed in the metalanguage,
– a Coq term which reflects the metalanguage into the object language,
– and the proof of the validity of the transformation performed by this term.
This method has the advantage of producing more efficient tactics and shorter
proofs because the application of the tactic is just one computation step (using
the conversion rule of the calculus of inductive constructions).
We have used the reflection method to implement the simplification and unifi-
cation tactics. We have not chosen to use the reflection method for the whole
tactic for two reasons:
1. We believe that the proof process would not be much faster and the generated
proof would be comparable in size. Indeed the proofs generated by our tactic
are roughly a sequence of the few applications of the elimination lemmas.
2. Expressing the tactic as a Coq term, and proving the validity of this trans-
formation would have been cumbersome. We make heavy use of the high
level primitives provided by the Ltac language such as matching the con-
text for terms or sub-terms, clearing hypotheses etc. All this machinery and
the proof of its validity would have to be developed within Coq to use the
reflection method on the whole tactic.
3.1 The axiomatic
There are many axiomatics for elementary geometry. The best known are the
axiomatics of Euclid, Tarski and Hilbert [6, 16, 10]. The axiomatic used to for-
malize this decision method in Coq is inspired by the axiomatic of Chou, Gao
and Zhang and is given in Table 3 on the following page. We could define this
axiomatic as an undirected, semi-analytic, axiomatic with points as primitive
objects. We mean by these adjectives that:
– This axiomatic has the property of being unordered, this simplifies the treat-
ment of a lot of cases but it has the drawback that one cannot express the
Between predicate which can be found in Tarski4.
– This axiomatic contains the axioms of a field. This means that there is some
notion of numbers, but it is still coordinate free.
– This axiomatic has the characteristic of being based on points: lines are not
primitive objects as in Hilbert’s axiomatic for example which contains not
only Points but also Lines as primitive objects. This means that we can not
quantify over the set of lines, etc.
The first axiom is the fact that we have a set of points.
We assume that we have a field of characteristic different from two. The ax-
ioms of a field are standard and hence omitted. The fact that the charac-
teristic is different from two is used first to simplify the axiomatic (because
2 6= 0 ∧ SABC = −SBAC → SAAC = 0) and second to allow the construction of
the midpoint5 of a segment without explicitly stating that two is different from
zero.
We assume that we have one binary function (AB) and one ternary (SABC) from
points to our field (F ). The first depicts the signed distance between A and B,
the second represents the signed area of the triangle A,B,C.
The axioms of dimension express that all points are in the same plane and not
4 This issue can be addressed using an ordered field. In this case we can express the
Between predicate and we could generalize the procedure to allow the treatment of
a goal which is an inequality. But the procedure could still not deal with inequalities
in the hypotheses.
5 The midpoint is given such attention because it is used to prove the validity of
constructions involving parallel lines.
all points are collinear.
The axioms of construction express that we can build a point on a line deter-
mined by two points A and B at some given distance. The given distance is not
necessarily a “constructive distance” so the notion of theorems stated construc-
tively is not the same as the notion of constructible with ruler and compass. The
constructed point is unique if A is different from B.
The axiom of proportions is central and gives a relation between oriented dis-
tances and signed areas.
Table 3. The axiomatic
Points Point : Set
Field
F is a field
2 6= 0
Signed distance
· : Point → Point → F
AB = 0 ⇐⇒ A = B
Signed area
S : Point → Point → Point → F
SABC = SCAB
SABC = − SBAC
Chasles’axiom SABC = 0 → AB + BC = AC
Dimension
∃A, B, C : Point, SABC 6= 0
SABC = SDBC + SADC + SABD
Construction
∀r : F ∃P : Point, SABP = 0 ∧ AP = rAB
A 6= B
∧ SABP = 0 ∧ AP = rAB
∧ SABP ′ = 0 ∧ AP ′ = rAB
→ P = P ′
Proportions A 6= C → SPAC 6= 0 → SABC = 0 → AB
AC
= SP AB
SP AC  
A BC
P
H
Our axiomatic differs in some points with the axiomatic of Chou, Gao and
Zhang.
First we do not assume that we have a notion of collinearity, this notion is defined
using the signed area. In [2] the notion of collinearity of three points A,B and C
is used to express some axioms and then proved to be equivalent to SABC = 0.
Second we can divide arbitrary distances, whereas Chou’s axiomatic restricts
to ratios of oriented distances AB
CD
where the lines AB and CD are parallel.
The coherence is preserved because the oriented distance can be interpreted by
the standard analytic model. The fact that we can divide arbitrary distances
means that to give an interpretation to the distance function we have to give an
orientation to the lines of our plane.
But the decision procedure requires explicitly that for every ratio of oriented
distances AB
CD
, AB is parallel to CD. Our lemmas used in the procedure state
explicitly that the lines are parallel. This means that in our formalization one
can write the ratio of two arbitrary distances but it cannot be dealt with by
the decision procedure. This choice of formalization implies that the decision
procedure is not complete (the goals which are not in the language of the tactic
will be rejected).
This formalization is more convenient because it is more general and it allows to
use an “ordinary” field, and use the standard tactic dealing with fields provided
by Coq. Otherwise we would have had to give some axioms and prove some
properties concerning the link between the ratio function and products, sums,
etc. It also allows us to manipulate ratios of distances which are supported by
parallel lines without explicitly stating that these lines are parallel. This is useful
sometimes. For example with the same assumptions as in the midpoint theorem,
if we want to state that A
′B′
AB
= 1
2
we do not want to add an assumption stating
that A′B′ ‖ AB because it is a consequence of other assumptions. As a result of
this choice, two invariants must be kept along the proof:
1. for each denominator of a fraction there is a proof in the context that it is
different from zero
2. for each ratio of oriented distances AB
CD
there is a proof in the context that
AB is parallel to CD
3.2 Propositions needed by the tactic
Here is a quick overview of the propositions that have been proven using the
Coq system for this development:
Basic propositions are used to rewrite geometric quantities, etc. these are the
very basic propositions used by unification and simplification tactics, they
come very early in order to take advantage of the unification and simplifica-
tion tactics as soon as possible.
Lemmas are used in the whole development.
Construction lemmas are used to prove that each construction shown on Ta-
ble 2 is a consequence of the axiom of construction.
Constructed points elimination lemmas are used to eliminate fixed points
and preserve our invariants.
Free points lemmas are used to express geometric quantities using indepen-
dent variables.
3.3 The tactic itself
We give in this section a detailed description of the sub-tactics we use.
Initialization tactic
1. The initialization tactic (called geoinit) checks that the goal is compatible
with the decision procedure. (This includes verification that the invariants
are initially true.)
2. It unfolds all the definitions which are not treated directly by the decision
procedure. (for example midpoint is expanded as a ratio of distances, and a
statement expressing the collinearity)
3. It introduces all the hypotheses in the context.
4. It decomposes the logical part of the goal if needed. (split the conjunctions
and decompose the compound constructions)
Example 2. The midpoint theorem is stated using our language [8] in the syntax
of Coq V8.0 as follows:
Theorem midpoint_A :
forall A B C A’ B’ : Point, midpoint A’ B C -> midpoint B’ A C ->
parallel A’ B’ A B.
geoInit.
1 subgoal
A : Point
B : Point
C : Point
A’ : Point
B’ : Point
H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
H0 : on_line_d B’ A C (1 / 2)
============================
S A’ A B’ + S A’ B’ B = 0
on_line_d A’ B C (1/2) states that A′ is on line BC and BA
′
BC
= 1
2
.
Simplification tactics. The simplification tactic (basic_simpl) performs ba-
sic simplifications in the hypotheses and the goal. Note that we need to perform
exactly the same simplifications in the goal and hypotheses in order to preserve
our invariants. For instance if the denominator of a fraction is simplified, the
same simplification must be applied to the proof that this denominator is non-
zero otherwise we lose the invariant that we have a proof that every term which
syntactically occurs in the denominator of a fraction is non-zero.
Basic simplifications consist in:
– removing degenerated directed distances or signed areas (e.g. AA
AB
, SAAB . . . )
– rewriting −(−x) into x
– rewriting −0 into 0
– rewriting 0 ∗ x and x ∗ 0 into 0
– rewriting 1 ∗ x and x ∗ 1 into x
– rewriting x + 0 and 0 + x into x
This tactic is necessary to keep the goal as small as possible. Not simplify-
ing the goal at each step would lead to huge terms. Examples show that the
computation becomes intractable without simplification.
Unification tactics. (unify_signed_areas,unify_signed_distances)
There are two unification tactics, one for each geometric quantity. The unification
tactics change the goal and hypotheses in order to unify the geometric quantities.
For instance if both AB and BA are used in the context or in the goal, AB is
changed into −BA6.
This has two purposes :
1. It can speed up some steps, because any rewrite of one of these quantities
will be done only once.
2. It is necessary that geometric quantities which are equals have the same form.
Indeed the last step of the procedure is a call to the Coq standard field7
tactic on an arithmetic expression containing independent geometric quan-
tities, and field would consider AB and BA as different variables (because
field doesn’t know anything about the oriented distance function).
Example 3. In this context:
H9 : S C A B <> 0
H8 : S B A C <> 0
H1 : S A B C <> 0
============================
S P B C / S A B C + S P A C / S B A C + S P A B / S C A B = 1
the tactic unify_signed_areas changes the goal into:
H8 : - S A B C <> 0
H1 : S A B C <> 0
============================
S P B C / S A B C + S P A C / - S A B C + S P A B / S A B C = 1
Elimination tactic. This tactic (called eliminate_all) first searches the con-
text for a point which is not used to build another point (a leaf in the dependency
graph). Then for each occurrence of the point in the goal, it applies the right
lemma from Table 2 by finding in the context how the point has been constructed
and which geometric quantity it appears in. Finally it removes the hypotheses
stating how the point has been constructed from the context.
Note that some lemmas have a side condition to their application, in this case a
recursive call on the whole tactic is done. If the condition is true then the lemma
is applied, in the other case we need to do a step of classical reasoning: we reason
6 The choice to rewrite AB or BA is arbitrarily made by the tactic.
7 field is a reflexive tactic included in the distribution of Coq. It decides equality on
any field defined by the user.
by cases on the side condition. The formalization in Coq emphasizes the use of
this classical reasoning step. As noted before, the elimination lemmas given in
Table 2 on page 5, do eliminate an occurrence of a point Y only if Y appears
only one time in the geometric quantity (A,B,C and D must be different from
Y ). If Y appears twice in S, this is not a problem because then the geometric
quantity is zero, and so already eliminated by the simplification phase. But if Y
appears twice in a ratio (for instance in AY
BY
) this is a special case which needs
to be treated apart. This is done in the implementation.
Example 4. In this context:
1 subgoal
A : Point
B : Point
C : Point
A’ : Point
B’ : Point
H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
H0 : on_line_d B’ A C (1 / 2)
============================
S A’ A B’ + S B A’ B’ = 0
the tactic eliminate B’ changes the goal into:
1 subgoal
A : Point
B : Point
C : Point
A’ : Point
B’ : Point
H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
============================
1 / 2 * S A’ A C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S A’ A A +
(1 / 2 * S B A’ C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S B A’ A) = 0
Free point elimination tactic. This tactic supposes that the goal is an ex-
pression using geometric quantities involving only free points (every constructed
point has already been eliminated by the elimination tactic). The role of this tac-
tic is to change the goal into an expression involving only independent variables.
Geometric quantities involving free points are not necessarily independent, they
are bound by the following relation:
SABC = SDBC + SADC + SABD
But geometric quantities involving free points can be transformed into a bunch
of independent variables by expressing them with respect to a base. For that
purpose we choose three arbitrary non collinear points O,U and V and we use
the following lemma to rewrite geometric quantities containing more than one
point which is different from the base points:
SOUV 6= 0 → SABC =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
SOUA SOV A 1
SOUB SOV B 1
SOUC SOV C 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
If there are three points in the context which are known to be not collinear,
we use them as the base O, U, V . Otherwise we build three non collinear points
thanks to the dimension axiom.
Conclusion tactic. When this tactic is called, the goal is an expression of
independent variables. If the rational equality is universally true, the theorem is
proved. Otherwise there is some mapping from the variables to the field which
make the equality false, and this provides a counter-example to the goal. To check
if the equality is universally true, this last tactic applies the standard Coq tactic
field to solve the goal and then solves the generated subgoals (stating that the
denominators are different from zero) using the hypotheses and/or decomposing
them using the fact that x 6= 0 ∧ y 6= 0 → x ∗ y 6= 0. As the field tactic does
not provide counter-examples, our tactic is not able to give counter-examples
either. This is just a technical limitation. This tactic is small enough to be fully
explained:
Ltac field_and_conclude :=
abstract(field; repeat (assumption || apply nonzeromult); geometry).
This tactic does a call to field8, and tries to apply one of the assumptions
to the generated subgoals. If it fails, it decomposes the product in the goal and
solves the subgoals using geometry. This last tactic is able to solve common
goals such as AB 6= 0 when the fact that A is different from B is one of the
hypotheses. The abstract tactic is here for technical reasons: this Coq tactic
speeds up the typing process by creating a lemma.
3.4 A full example
Example 5. In this section we give a detailed description of how the tactic works
on the first example by decomposing the procedure into small steps9.
forall A B C A’ B’ : Point, midpoint A’ B C -> midpoint B’ A C ->
parallel A’ B’ A B.
8 The tactic field from Coq version 8.0 is very slow at solving some goals, the reason
is that the field tactic is based on another simplification tactic called ring that
is very slow at computing with constants on abstract domains such as our field
of measures. We incidentally had to reimplement a version of ring that computes
using binary numbers in order to be able to compute efficiently the last phase of our
decision procedure for geometry.
9 These steps are not exactly the same steps as those executed by our automatic
procedure (the automatic procedure may treat the points in another order, and
perform more simplification and unification steps).
At this step it would be enough to type autogeom to solve the goal using our
decision procedure, but for this presentation we mimic the behavior of the deci-
sion procedure using the sub-tactics described in the previous sections. We give
the name of the sub-tactics on the left, and Coq output on the right10:
geoInit. H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
H0 : on_line_d B’ A C (1 / 2)
============================
S A’ A B’ + S A’ B’ B = 0
eliminate B’. H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
============================
1 / 2 * S A’ A C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S A’ A A +
(1 / 2 * S B A’ C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S B A’ A) = 0
basic_simpl. H : on_line_d A’ B C (1 / 2)
============================
1 / 2 * S A’ A C + (1 / 2 * S B A’ C + 1 / 2 * S B A’ A) = 0
eliminate A’. ============================
1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S A C C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S A C B) +
(1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S C B C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S C B B) +
1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S A B C + (1 - 1 / 2) * S A B B)) = 0
basic_simpl. ============================
1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S A C B) + 1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S A B C) = 0
unify_signed_areas. ============================
1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * S A C B) + 1 / 2 * (1 / 2 * - S A C B) = 0
field_and_conclude. Proof completed.
4 Future Work
This development can be extended in two directions: treat more geometrical no-
tions and adapt this work to other axiomatic systems or formal developments.
The first direction is straightforward and consists in extending the approach
presented in this paper to deal with circles, perpendiculars, vectors, complex
numbers and spatial geometry as shown in the book of Chou, Gao and Zhang.
To achieve this goal, our tactic can easily be adapted, we only need to prove
the construction and elimination lemmas corresponding to the new geometric
quantities (for example the pythagoras difference) and update the unification
and simplification tactics.
10 For this presentation the fact that A, B, C, D and E are of type point has been
removed from the context.
The second direction consists in building bridges to other formalizations of ge-
ometry (using different axiomatics). Preliminary work has been done towards
the integration of our tactic with Frédérique Guilhot’s Coq development dealing
with high school geometry. This integration would open the door to pedagogi-
cal applications. Involving a student in the process of formally proving a basic
geometry theorem is not an unreachable goal if he is saved from the burden of
solving some technical goals thanks to our automatic tactic (for instance goals
dealing with nondegeneracy conditions). We have initiated a discussion in order
to define a common language for stating formal geometry theorems [8]. Although
the logic used to formalize elementary geometry is very simple, the problem of
defining a common language is not trivial. Indeed, different axiomatics can lead
to different yet natural definitions for the same informal object. For instance the
common notion of collinearity in a vector-based approach (A, B, C are collinear
if ∃k,
−−→
AB = k.
−→
AC) is different from the notion of collinearity in our development.
5 Conclusion
We have shown in this paper how automatic theorem proving can be combined
with interactive proof development in the framework of the Coq proof assistant.
Our implementation gives an example of how the tactic language of Coq (Ltac)
and the reflection mechanism can be jointly used to build a somewhat short
development of a tactic (6500 lines) without sacrificing the efficiency (our im-
plementation within Coq is slower than the original but 20 examples including
the well-known theorems of Ceva, Menelaus, Pascal and Desargues are proved
in a couple of minutes). This formalization at the same time emphasizes the
role of nondegeneracy conditions and provides a way to get rid of them. Our
formalization also clarifies the usage of classical reasoning.
Availability. This development is available at:
http://www.lix.polytechnique.fr/~jnarboux/ChouGaoZhang/index.html
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